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PARENTING NOW LAUNCHED
October 21, 2017
Parenting Now emerged from a two-year study in which we asked parents and
caring adults in Waterloo Region how they learned their parenting skills and
knowledge. We heard first and foremost that parents learn from other parents.
This insight, in all its simplicity, became the foundation of Parenting Now.

Parenting Now incorporates two essential components: A team of "experienced
parents" who engage parents and caring adults in conversations about parenting,
and a website offering users opportunities to CONNECT with other parents, LEARN
through the many articles, stories, parenting tips and videos, and find SUPPORT from
each other and through local resources and services.
This report summarizes our first two years, reporting on our activities and reflecting
on what we have learned.

A QUICK LOOK AT OUR ACTIVITY
OCTOBER 21, 2017 TO OCTOBER 21, 2019 ....
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COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
Let's Talk Parenting is our model for engaging parents and caring adults in
conversations about parenting. Parents are invited to "pop in" to ask a question,
share a parenting story or offer up their own tips and strategies. Sometimes they
stay for five minutes, sometimes they stay for the entire session.
We have connected with more than 3000 parents and caring adults, totaling
more than 700 hours of service in the community. Our numbers have grown over
the two years!

We do not collect information from participants who attend our community chats
nor do we ask them to complete surveys or evaluation forms. Participants often
volunteer feedback about the session, however. They tell us they like:

Getting together with other parents
Learning new strategies
Talking about parenting challenges
Hearing about challenges faced by other parents
Getting support from each other

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
More than 400 conversations have occurred
over the past two years and are hosted in
locations where parents already gather and
connect--while waiting for swimming lessons,
participating in programs or hanging out at
the library. Our community activity has more
than doubled from our first year.

Since we launched, 62% of sessions were in
Kitchener or Waterloo, 18% in Cambridge and
20% in rural locations. We are striving for
more equal distribution in our third year!
We also conducted conversations in several
different languages, including Arabic, Spanish,
Urdu and Punjabi.

ONLINE ACTIVITY
We care about parenting....about raising happy
and healthy children and youth. We know that it
truly does take a village to raise children so our
website is intended for all of us who are part of
the life of a child, youth or young adult.
Grandparents, aunts, uncles, siblings, coaches,
teachers, neighbours–everyone is welcome.
Since our launch in October 2017, we have
attracted more than 20,000 visitors!

Parents also engage with us via social
media.

Social Media
Followings
Facebook
1241

Twitter
748

Instagram
304

ONLINE ACTIVITY
All of the content on our website is by or
about someone who lives, works, or is
connected to Waterloo Region.
Our stories, pictures, graphics, videos and
articles are all written and produced
locally. We often link to outside sources
but the main content is all local!
The website has been very busy and
website visitors have a wide selection of
topics to explore. Each post offers the
opportunity to leave a personal comment
(and to read the comments of other
visitors).

4 most widely read posts:

Losing a Child to Suicide
2302 Reads
Adult Children Living at Home
1872 Reads
Life as a Dad with Two Girls
1259 Reads
Joys and Challenges of Parenting
1035 Reads

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
We learn something new every
day at Parenting Now!
Sometimes the learning is hard!
Connecting directly with parents via a live chat
option on our website was a major objective of
Parenting Now. Unfortunately, despite our many
efforts, only 94 live chats occurred over the two
years.
Those who did chat with us, frequently expressed
benefiting from the conversation. However, we
were often told, "I would just rather talk face to
face!"
The simple truth is that in-person conversations
are preferred over online conversations.
As a result, our live online chat has been
discontinued. We have enhanced our email
option, and hope, in this way, to still engage
parents and caring adults in conversations via the
website.

We also learned that.....
it takes time to establish familiarity in a community and we need to demonstrate
that we can be trusted to provide the support that a parent needs.
parenting stories are a key source of learning. Information is great, but it is how a
parent actually experiences something that creates learning.
even a brief conversation about parenting can inspire a whole new outlook on
the problem.
when we focus on the parent's story, their parenting strengths and knowledge
are affirmed.
parenting "advice" can be helpful IF it is sought (but not if it is not). There is a
delicate balance between offering a suggestion and waiting for a question to be
asked.
parenting is about so much more than raising kids--it is about finding needed
resources and making connections with other parents.

newcomer parents are struggling with how to
parent in a new country and value the chance to
talk with someone who has "been there".

Talking about parenting REALLY does
make a positive difference!

FINAL THOUGHTS
We are grateful for the feedback and suggestions offered to us over the past two
years and we hope that you will all continue to let us know what you like about
Parenting Now. We would also like to hear about what you would like to see
changed.

Please visit us at parentingnow.ca and drop us a line!
As we move into the next year of Parenting Now, we look forward to connecting
with even more of you.....parents, caring adults, service providers....anyone who
cares about raising happy and healthy children and youth.

It truly does take a village to raise a child . Reach out....let's do this together!
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